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Goal: We are going to be looking at the probability of getting your favorite flavor (or color) in a 2-pack of Starbursts.

Probability

Watch the video below then answer the questions:
1.) How many packs were double red? _______

2.) How many packs were red and yellow? _______

3.) How many packs were red and pink? _______

4.) How many packs were red and orange? _______

5.) How many packs were double yellow? _______

6.) How many packs were yellow and pink? _______

7.) How many packs were yellow and orange? _______

8.) How many packs were double pink? _______

9.) How many packs were pink and orange? _______

10.) How many packs were double orange? _______

trawberryThere are 4 flavors: emonherry range
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1.) Create a histogram.

2.) Determine the following probabilities:

a.) P(Double Red) = ≈ _________%

b.) P(Red and Yellow) = ≈ _________%

c.) P(Red and Pink) = ≈ _________%

d.) P(Red and Orange) = ≈ _________%

e.) P(Double Yellow) = ≈ _________%

f.) P(Yellow and Pink) = ≈ _________%

g.) P(Yellow and Orange) = ≈ _________%

h.) P(Double Pink) = ≈ _________%
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i.) P(Pink & Orange) = ≈ _________%

j.) P(Double Orange) = ≈ _________%
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Answer the following questions:
1.) What is your favorite Starburst flavor (or color)? Choose only one _________________________

2.) What is your least favorite Starburst flavor (or color)? Choose only one _________________________

3.) What is the probability of getting a pack of candy with at least one of your favorite flavors?      ≈ _________%

4.) What is the probability of getting a pack of candy with two of your favorite flavors?      ≈ _________%

5.) What is the probability of getting a pack of candy with at least one of your least favorite flavors?      ≈ _________%

6.) What is the probability of getting a pack of candy with two of your least favorite flavors?      ≈ _________%

7.) What was the likelihood (Impossible, Unlikely, Equally Likely, Likely, or Certain) of obtaining your favorite flavor? Explain. 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

8.) Given your calculations, would you want to purchase the same bag of Starburst candy that I purchased? Why or why not? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________.
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Answers will vary on this page considering the students 
favorite flavor and least favorite flavor.
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